Individual Technical Contribution Proposal

I accept individual personal responsibility for achieving the following technical requirements (list Requirement Numbers (RXXX, GPRXXX, SOW page/paragraph numbers, and/or relevant Formula EV rules sections…):

GPR003 (also referred to as R000,3) EMI/EMC on page 34, first paragraph.

R001a, TSV Battery Pack Accumulator, Charging Algorithm, pg 22, second paragraph.

R001b, TSV Battery Pack Accumulator, Data Acquisition, pg 22, third paragraph.

R002j, Plug and Forget Charging, pg 25, paragraph 4.

I accept individual personal responsibility for providing the following deliverables (list Deliverable Numbers (DXXX...):

D001: I will be sure that the part each team will contribute is being developed ahead of time. I will also be sure that the final documents are compiled and submitted on time.

Name (print): Geoffery Nudge
Cell number: See Sheet
Email address: geoff.nudge@gmail.com
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